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Abstract

The goal of this project was to implement a snack delivery system, in which a robot would receive a snack order from a human, send the order to a vending machine, and retrieve the item, ultimately delivering it to the requesting human. This task was divided into two subparts: the node operating the vending machine and the node that controls the robot’s operations. The remainder of the paper details the technical approach to these two tasks and discusses the difficulties encountered throughout the project. Within the paper, the designs for the nodes and the GUI are detailed, the process for the simulation is described, and several ideas regarding future applications as well as expounding upon the initial work are discussed.

Introduction

Our end goal was to create a simple, yet functional vending machine delivery system. We created a node that the vending machine could use to dispense the correct item and let the robot know the item is ready for pickup. A related node allows the robot to communicate with the vending machine via a ROS service and client pair, so the information about the snack’s location can be relayed quickly and easily. The simulator and its GUI show how the robot would receive a request from a human, save its location (to which it will return with the snack), send the snack order to the vending machine; next, it travels to the vending machine, where it remains until a human indicates that the correct snack is on the robot. It then returns to the saved location to deliver the item to the human who made the initial request. More testing is required to see if this is actually more convenient than humans going to the vending machine themselves, and whether improvements on the project can make it a viable source of future research.
Background and Related Work

The idea of robots delivering snacks is not a new one, but it is still not often implemented. This poses an issue in relation to testing the usefulness of such systems: it can be difficult to determine whether people are using it for efficiency or novelty (Lee). Service robots have proven to be helpful and entertaining (at least in the short term), and give employees time to focus on more important tasks than running errands. However, programming these robots has proven to be something of a challenge - in order for them to be truly useful, non-technical employees need the ability to make simple modifications without breaking the robot or otherwise taking it out of commission for too long (Huang). Currently, robots are used in the service industry on small scales for simples, singular tasks. For example, there are vending machines that put down a cup, brew coffee, then pour said coffee into a cup for the person ordering (Coffee). But there are no robots that could, for example, take an order from someone sitting at a table in a coffee shop made on a smartphone, make them coffee, figure out where that person is sitting, and bring the coffee to that person without running into anyone in the way. Doing this entire problem with one robot would be especially difficult, considering how different each task is. Solving this problem requires a good understanding of cooperative robotics, which splits up larger problems like the coffee problem into smaller, simpler problems that are easier and perhaps more cost-effective to solve (Cao). A cooperative system of robots has some underlying system controlling all of them. For us, this is easy -- ROS is this underlying system. Using nodes and service clients in ROS makes communicating between robots while operating them under one system relatively simple. The tricky part is making all parts of the system operate correctly regardless of varying circumstances, which is harder with each component added to the system. When designing such complex systems, it is useful to take into account what the system will be going through on a daily basis, and months or years down the line. Ideally, a system for delivering snacks would be able to adjust to the changes in snack consumption over the course of time, and might even be able to nudge people towards healthier options as it learned their snacking requirements and habits (Lee, Vezzoli).
Technical Approach

*Robot_Node*

The main functionality of the node is moderating the process of dispensing and retrieving the snack. First, the node asks for user input, allowing the participant to enter whether they want “goldfish” or “izze,” or nothing. Based on the response, the robot sends the appropriate instructions to the vending machine, so the appropriate item is dispensed if an order (e.g. a request for the snack or the drink option) is placed. After receiving a notification of completion from the vending machine, the node sends the bot to the vending machine. A popup appears prompting nearby humans to retrieve the item and place it on the bot (it should be noted that items should be placed only on turtlebots, not the segbot we use for testing). The robot then returns to the original location and asks for feedback (e.g. was the correct item delivered? Was it delivered in a timely manner?).

*Vending_Machine_Node*

The main functionality of the node is dispensing the proper snack and serving as an intermediate stop for the robot. The node subscribes to the messages published by *Robot_Node*. According to the received message, the node interfaces with the Raspberry Pi, prompting the
correct slot to push out the snack. After this is complete, the node publishes a message that the action is complete.

*Simulation and GUI*

This project took advantage of the *RViz* virtual environment modified by UT’s *bwi_launch* package. The simulator used was *simulation.launch*, and the GUI a modified version of *visit_door_list_gui* from the *bwi_tasks* package. The robot goes door-to-door using a predetermined list of known door locations, and at each door enquires whether anyone in the room would like a snack. The user selects the desired snack from a list of options, and the robot is sent to the vending machine’s location. The robot waits at this location until a different user has indicated via the GUI that the correct snack has been successfully placed on the robot’s shelf, at which point it returns to the door of the snack requestor and waits for the snack to be retrieved before resuming its door-to-door rounds.

*Evaluation*

Testing during this phase of the project was completed via the simulator, as hardware and schedule complexity prevented testing on the planned robots. The simulator is more efficient than the actual robots, but prone to doing things like running through walls and moving at quicker speeds than those safely used by real-world robots. Despite these imperfections, the simulation yielded valuable testing data. It offered an environment to test the GUI, which led to
Improvement of the GUI and increased knowledge of how people would interact with the robot and the vending machine by proxy. The entire system proved to run somewhat slower than anticipated, and the testing highlighted that the robots are not often milling about the lab - the convenience of having a robot fetch a snack is greatly lessened by having to go into a different room, turn on said robot, run its startup sequence, then tell it to go to another room to take an order. The system itself worked well, although it relies somewhat heavily on human help and input and would likely not perform well in cases of heavy demand in its current form.

**Difficulties and Obstacles**

The delay in arrival of hardware parts, stemming mainly from the growing list of accessories needed to make the Raspberry Pi more accessible (e.g. a wireless keyboard, a wifi Dongle, HDMI cord so the Raspberry Pi output could be projected onto a monitor for ease in coding and software installation, and general Raspberry Pi necessities such as the charger) proved to be the initial obstacle. Once all hardware pieces were received, the group faced difficulties with the actual Raspberry Pi computer. First, it became evident that the group needed a SD card on which the NOOBS operating system could be loaded; this had to be ordered and completely formatted (e.g. loading the necessary software) before work could resume. Second, despite using various HDMI cables and several monitors and laptops, the Raspberry Pi display could not be accessed. It seemed the Raspberry Pi was consistently failing to send output, and after discussion with Professor Sinapov, running the node in a virtual simulator was determined to be best suited for the initial stage of the project. Lastly, creating and maintaining a Git repository proved difficult, as the specific command-line prompts needed to be learned and cloning the repository on a combination of lab and personal machines proved problematic at times. In terms of actual code, determining how best to get information from humans, as well as what that input should be, proved to be a major obstacle. This was compounded by the vending machine itself not yet functioning, resulting in a moderate amount of guesswork involved in writing the GUI.
Conclusion and Future Work

This project could easily be selected by a different group and continued, taken in a different direction, or expanded upon. Beyond continued work on the efficiency and functionality of the two nodes presented here, the efficiency and functionality of the entire system could be improved. The GUI could be updated to include a more thorough list of snack options, and some sort of sensor or inventory could be added to the vending machine and its code to facilitate this. The robot could also potentially carry snacks - it has the space for a dedicated snack compartment, and the practice seems to have worked at other universities. The vending machine itself could probably be expanded to hold more snacks. If the snack delivery system works well enough, it could also be expanded to hold and deliver more than snacks. It would be ideal if an alternative to simply waiting for a helpful human to come along and move things onto the robot could be implemented, making the robot more autonomous as opposed to spreading work among humans. Text-to-speech could also be employed to make the process simpler for humans, using pre-existing ROS packages such as `sound_play`. It could also be interesting to include speech recognition along with text-to-speech, to essentially eliminate the GUI and streamline the snack-ordering process.

As in the simulation, it would be useful to include a functionality that involved detecting people in the rooms visited, or perhaps when roaming the hallways. The robot is often moving, as are people, and it would be challenging but probably worthwhile to take orders while one or both parties are moving. Because this would present problems with getting a location to deliver the snack, it would also be convenient to get a delivery location from the human. This could also allow people to send snacks to one another, which would be an entertaining application of the snack delivery system. Additionally, taking instructions via email, text, or even a simple website would be another useful application, although user input is notoriously unreliable and could be difficult to account for. Decreasing unreliability in other areas, such as snack availability, would be easier. As mentioned before, sensors could be used to keep track of snacks ordered, or code alone could track what had been ordered, although this would again depend on human input of what the machine initially contained. The robot could also potentially keep track of multiple
snack orders at once, then deliver all the snacks in a more efficient manner. There are a number of possible improvements to this system, of varying levels of difficulty and achievability. Now that the preliminary stages of this project are complete, the work this group has done can serve as a solid base for future snack-related endeavors.
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